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Summary

.1 It follows from Artlde 191 of Regulation No 17 read in conjunction with Artides and of

Regulation No 99/63 that the Commission must communicate the objections which it raises

against the undertakings and associations concerned and mayadopt/n Its decisions only

objections on which those undertakings and associations have had the opportunity to make

known their views Similarly due observance of the nhts of the defence in proceeding in which

sanctions such as those in question maybe imposed requires that the undertakings and

associations of undertakings concerned must have been afforded the opportunIty during the

administrative procedure to make known their views effectively on the truth and rele vance of the

facts and circumstances alleged and objections ralced by the Commission

The fact that an undertaking does not abide by the outcome of meetings which have

manitst/y anti-competitive purpose is not such as to relieve it of full responsibility for the fact

that itparticipated in the cafte If It has not publicly distanced itself from what was agreed in the

meetings Even assuming that the appllcant conduct on the market was not lii conformity with

the conduct agreed that in no way affects its liability for an Infringement of Article 851 of the

Treaty

The fact that an undertaking has agreed to set up and part/ciate in meetings of body whose

anti-competitive object In particular the dLstussfon of future price increases was known to and

accepted by the undertakings which oriirially estab/i5hed i1 constitutes sufficient ground for

considerhig that that undertaking is liable for collusion on prices

For the Commission to be entitled to hold that each undertaking addressed in decision

applying the competition ru/es responsible for an overall cartel covering various anti-competitive

actions during given period it must demonstrate that they each either consented to the

adoption of an overall p/an comprising the constituent elements of the cartel orpatic4iated

directly/n all those elements during that period An undertakfr7g maya/so be held responsible for

an overall cartel even though it/s shown that itparticiated directly only in one or some of the

constituent elements of that cartel if It knew ormust have known that the collusion in which it

part/cioated was part of an overall plan and that the overall plan friduded all the constituent

elements of the cartel Where that/s the case the fact that the undertaking concerned did not

participate dii-ectly in all the constituent elements of the overall cartel cannot relleve it of

responsibility for the infringement of Aitide 851 of the Treaty Suck circumstance may
nevertheless be taken Into account when assessing the seriousness of the infringement which it is

found to have committed

5Artlde 31 of Regulation No 17 maybe applied so as to indude an order directed at bringing

an end to certain acts practices or situations which have been found to be un/a ifu and a/so at

pro/i/bitiig the adoption of similarconduct/n the future Moreover since that pro vLion is to be

applied according to the nature of the infringement found the CommLsion has the power to

specify the extent of the obhqat/ons on the undertakings concerned in order to bring an

infringement to an end Such obliqations on the part of the undertakings maynot however
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exceed what/s appropriate and necessary to attain the objective sought namely to restore

compliance with the rules fr7fringed

prohibition fails to sat/sn the conditions requfred for application of Artide 31 of Regulation No

17 if it seeks to prevent the exchange of purely statistical information which is not in or capable

of being put into the form of kid/v/dual information where it is not apparent from the decision

that the Commission considered the exchange of statistical data to be In itself an infringement of

Artide 851 of the Treaty furthermore the mere fact that system for the exchange of

statist/ca/information miiht be used for ant/-competitive purposes does not make it contray to

Anide 851 of the Trea since in such drcurnstances it/s necessary to establish Its actual

anticompetitive effect

The fact that the undertakh7gs particiosting In price collusion orchestrated the announcement of

the concerted price increases and that they were discouraged from taking notes on the meetings

to discuss this proves that they were aware of the un/awfulness of their conduct and that they

took steps to conceal the collusion The Commission is entitled to hold those steps to be

aggravating circumstances when assessing the gravity of the infringement

The absence of offidal minutes and the almost total absence of internal notes relating to the

meetings may constitute having regard to the number of such meetings to the length of time for

which they continued and to the nature of the discussions in question sufficient proof that the

particioants were discouraged from taking notes

When the amount of the fine for infrIngement of the Community competition rules is

determined regard/s to be had to both the gravity and the duration of the Infringement The

gravity of Infringements falls to be determined by reference to number of factors induding in

pafficu/aç the specific circumstances and context of the case and the deterrent character of the

fines moreovet no binding or exhaustive fist of the criteria which must be applied has been

drawn up

When assessing the general level of fines the Commission is entitled to take account of the fact

that dear infringements of the CommunIty competition ru/es are still relati vely frequent and that

according/y it may raise the level of fines in order to strengthen their deterrent effect

Consequently the fact that/n the past the Commission has applied fines of certain level to

certain types of infringement does not mean that it/s estopped from raising that level within the

Ifrnits set out in Regulation No .EZ if that is necessary in order to ensure the Implementation of

Community competition pollc

Funfiermore in fixing the general level of fines the Commission is entitled to take into account

in part/cu/a the lengthy duration and obviousness of an infnigement ofAftide 851 of the

Treaty which has been committed despite the warning which the Commissions previous dedsions

should have provided

The purpose of the obligation to give reasons for an individual decision is to enable the

Comm unity judicature to review the legality of the decision and to provide the party concerned

with an adequate indication as to whether the decision is well founded or whether it maybe

vitiated by some defect enabling its validity to be challenged the scope of that obligation

depends on the nature of the act fri question and on the context in which it was adoptea

As regards dedsion imposing fines on several undertakings for infringement of the Community

competition ivies the scope of the obiigat/on to state reasons must be assessed in the light of the

fact that the gravity of infringements falls to be determined by reference to numerous factors

induding in part/cu/a the specific circumstances and context of the case and the deterrent

character of the fines moreove no binding or exhaustive list of criteria to be applied has been

drawn up

Furthermore when fixing the amount of each fine the Commlssibn has margin of discretion and

cannot be considered obliged to apply precise mathematical formula for that purpose

The reasons for decision must appear/n the actual body of the dedsion and save in exceptional

drcumstances explanations given ax post facto cannot be taken into account

When the Commission finds in decision that there has been an infringement of the competition

rules and imposes fines on the undeitakingsparticioating in It it must if itlias systematically

taken into account certain basic factors in order to fix the amount of fines set out those factors in
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the body of the decision in order to enable the addressees of the decision to verify that the level

of the fine is correct and to assess whether there has been any discrimination.

The Commission is entitled to adopt as its basis for calculating fines for infringement of the

Community competition ivies the turnover figure sent by the undertaking concerned in response

to request for information rather than corrected figure which has been sent later. An

undertaking which during the administrative procedure before the Commission corrects figure

such as turnover figure previously sent to the Commission in reply to one of its requests for

information must set out/n detail the reasons for which the figure initially sent .chouldno longer

be adopted for the remainder of the procedure.

10 When the Commission imposes fines on seveil undertakings for infringement of the

Community competition rules nothing precludes it from expressing the amount of the fines/n

ecus monetary unit which is convertible into national currency. That also allows the

undertakings more easily to compare the amounts of the fines Imposed Moreover the fact that

the ecu maybe converted Into national currency distinguishes it from the unit of account

referred to in Artide 152 of Regulation No 17 the use of which since it is not currency in

which payment is made necessarily means that the amount of the fine must be determined/n

national currency.

In cakuiating the fine the Commission is entitled to use method whereby it converts into ecus

each undertakings reference turnover at the average exchange rate for that same year not the

exchange rate fri force on the date when the decicion was adopted.

first of all the Commission should ordinarily use one and the same method of calculating the

fines imposed on the undertakings penailsed for having participated/n the same infringement.

Second in order to be able to compare the different turnover figures sent to it which are

expressed In the respective national currencies of the undertakings concerned the Commission

must convert those figures into single monetary unit such as the ecu the value of which is

determined in accordance with the value of each national currency of the Member States.

Furthermore in the first place the taking into account of the turnover achieved by each

undertaking during the reference year that is to say the last complete year of the period of

infringement found enables the Commission to assess the size and economic power of each

undertaking and the scale of the infriigement committed by each of them those aspects being

relevant for an assessment of the gravity of the infringement committed by each undertaking. In

the second p/ace the taking into account in order to convert the turnover figures In question into

ecus of the average exchange rates for the reference year adopted enables the Commission to

prevent any monetary fluctuations occurring after the cessation of the infringement from affecting

the assessment of the undertakings relative size and economic power and the scale of the

infringement committed by each of them and accordingly its assessment of the gravity of that

infringement. The assessment of the gravity of an infringement must have regard to the

economic reality as revealed at the time when that infringement was committed.

Consequently the method whereby the fine is calculated by using the average rate of exchange

far the reference year makes it possible to avoid the uncertain effects of changes in the real value

of the national currencies which mayarise between the reference year and the year Li which the

dedsion is adopted. Although this method may mean that given undertaking must pay an

amount expressed/n national currency which is in nominal terms greater or less than that which

it would have had to pay if the rate of exchange at the date of adoption of the decision had be en

applied that/s merely the logical consequence of fluctuations/n the real values of the various

national cuirendes.

Parties

In Case T-334/94

Sarrió SA company incorporated under Spanish law established at Pamplona Spain

represented byAntonio Creus Carreras of the Barcelona Bar Alberta Mazzoni of the Milan Bar

Antonio Tizzano and Gian Michele Roberti of the Naples Bar with an address for service in

Luxembourg at the Chambers of Ala/n Lorang 51 Rue Albert ler
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applicant

Commission of the European Communities represented by Richard Lye of Its Legal Seivlce

acting as Agent and byAlberto Pal Ferro of the Vicenza Bar wit/i an address for service in

Luxembourg at the office of Car/os Gómez de Ia Cruz of its Legal Service Wagner Centre

Kirchberg

defendant

4PPLICA flON for annulment of Commission Decision 94/601/EC of 13 July1994 relating to

proceeding underArtide 85 of the EC Treaty JV/C/33833 Cartonboard 01994 243

THE COURT OF FIRSTINSTANCE OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNiTIES

Third Chamber Extended Composition

composed ot Vesterdorf President C.P BriºL Lfndh Potocki andiD Cooke Judges

Registrar Pa/ada Gonzªlez Administrator

having regard to the written procedure and further to the hearing which took p/ace from 25 June

to 8Ju/y 1997

gives the following

Judgment

rounds

Facts

This case concerns Commission Decision 94/601/EC of 13 July1994 relating to proceeding

under Artide 85 oft/ia EC Treaty IV/C/33.833 Cartonboard 1994 243 as corrected

pr/or to Its publication by Commission declcian of 26 July1994 C94 2135 final hereinafter

the Dedsion2 The Decision imposed fines on 19 producers supplying caitonboardin the

Community on the ground that they had infringed Attide 851 of the Treaty

The product with which the Decision is concerned is cartonboard The Decision refers to three

types of cartonboard designated as GC GDand 555 grades

GD grade cartonboard hereinafter GP cartonboard9 is white-I/ned chiobaard recyded paper

which is normally used for the packaging of non-food products

GCgrade catonboard hereinafter GC cartonboard9 is caitonboard with white top layer and

is normally used for the packaging of food products GC cartonboard is of higher quality than GD

cartonboard During the period covered by the Decision there was normally price different/al of

approximately 30% between those two products High quality GC cartonboardis also used but to

lesser extent for graphic purp oses

SBS is the abbreviation used to refer to cartoaboard which is white throughout hereinafter

SBS cartonboard9 The price of this cartonboard is approximately 20% higher than that of GC

cartonboard It is used for the packaging of foods cosmetics medicines and ciqarettes but/s

desinated primarily for graphic uses

By letter of 22 November1990 the British Printing Industries Federation BPIF trade

organ/sat/on representing the majority of printed carton producers in the United Kingdom lodged

an Informal complaint with the Commission It claimed that the producers of cartonboard

supplying the United Kingdom had introduced series of simultaneous and uniform price

Increases and it requested the Commission to investigate whether there had been an Infringement

of the Community competition rn/es In order to ensure that its initiative received publicity the

BPIF issued press release The content of that press release was reported/n the specialised

trade press In December 1990

On 12 December1990 the FØderation Franca/se dii Cartonnage also lodged an informal

complaint with the Commission making allegations relating to the French caitonboard market

which were s/rn/Jar to those made in the BPIF complaint
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801123 and 24Apr11 1991 Commission officials acting pursuant to Article 143 of Council

Regulation No 17 of Februaly 1962 First Regulation Implementing Articles 85 and 86 of the

Treaty 03 English Special Edition 1959-1962 87 hereinafter Regulation No 177 carried out

simultaneous investigations without prior notice at the premises of number of undertakings and

trade associations operating in the cartonboard sector

Following those investigations the Commission sent requests for both Information and

documents to all the addressees of the Decision pursuant to Artide 11 of Regulation No 17

10 The evidence obtained from those investigations and requests for information and documents

led the Commission to condude that from mid-1986 unfit at feast in most cases April1991 the

undertakings concerned had participated In an Infringement ofArtide 851 of the Treaty

11 The Commission therefore decided to Initiate proceeding underAnYcle 8501 the Treaty By
letter of 21 December1992 it served statement of objections on each of the undertakings

concerned A/I the addressees submitted written replies N/ne undertakings requested an oral

hearing hearing was held on 78 and June 1993

12 At the end of that procedure the Commission adopted the Decision which indudes the

following provisions

Article

Buchmann GmbIl Cascades SA Enso-Gutzeit Qy Europa Carton AG flnnboard the Finnish

Board Mills Association Fiskeby BoardAB Gruber Weber GmbH Co KG Kartonfabriek de

Eendracht NV trading as BPS de EendrachtNV NVKonink//ke KNP BTNV formerly Konink4jke

Nederlandse Papleifabrieken NV Laakmann Karton GmbH Ca KG Mo Och Domsjd AS MoDo
Mayr-MefnhofGesellschaft mb/-I Papeteries de LanceySA Rena KartonfabrikA/S Sarrid SpA SCA

I-folding Ltd formerly Reed Paper Board UK Ltd Stora Kopparbergs Bergslags AS Enso

Espaflala SA formerly Tampella Espaflola SA and Moritz Weiv GmbH Co KG have infringed

Artide 851 of the EC Treaty by participating

in the case of Buchmann and Rena from about March 1988 until at least the end of 1990

in the case of Enso Espaflola from at least March 1988 until at/east the end of April 1991

in the case of Gruber Weber from at least .1988 until late 1990

In the other cases from mid-1986 until atleastApril 1991

In an agreement and concerted practice originating in mid-1986 whereby the suppliers of

cartonboardin the Community

met regularly In series of secret and institutionalised meetings to discuss and agree common

industry plan to restrict competition

agreed regular pr/ce Increases for each grade of the product/n each national currency

planned and implemented simultaneous and uniform price increases throughout the Community

reached an understanding on maintaining the market shares of the major producers at constant

levels subject to modification from time to time

increasingly from early 1990 took concerted measures to control the supply of the product in

the Community in order to ensure the implementation of the said concerted price rises

exchanged commercial information on deliveries prices plant standstills orderbacklogs and

mach/ne ut/lisat/on rates in support of the above measures

Artide

The following fines are hereby imposed on the undertakings named herein in respect of the

infringement found in Artide

xv Sarrid SpA fine of ECU 15500000

13 According to the Decision the infringement took place within body known as the Product

Group Paperboard hereinafter the PG Paperboard7 which comprised several groups or
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committees

.14 In mid-1986 group entitled the Presidents Working Group hereinafter the PWG was

established within that body This group brought together senior representatives of the main

suppliers of cattonboard in the Community some eiiht suppliers

15 The PWG activities consistec4 in panfculai In discussion and collaboration regarding markets

market shares prices and capacities In particulat it took broad decisions on the tfrning and level

ofprice increases to be introduced by producers

16 The PWG reported to the President Conference hereinafter the PC fri which a/most all the

managing directors of the undertakings in question participated more or less regularly The PC

met twice each year during the period in question

171n late 1987 the Joint Marketing Committee herefriafter the JMC was setup Its main task

was on the one hand to deterrnkie whethe and if so how price increases could be put into

effect and on the othei to prescribe the methods of implementation for the price initiatives

decided by the PWG county-by-country and for the major customers in order to achieve

system of equivalent prices in Europe

18 Lastly the Economic Committee discussed inter aiX price movements in national markets and

order backlogs and reported its findings to the JMC until the end of 1987 to the Marketing

Committec the predecessor of the JMC The Economic Committee was made up of marketing

managers of most of the undertakings in question and met several times yeai

19 According to the Decision the Commission a/so took the view that the activities of the PG

Paperboard were supported by an Information exchange organLced by fides secretanI

company whose registered office is in Zurich Switzerland The Decision states that mostof the

members of the PG Paperboard sent periodic reports on orders production sales and capacity

utilisation to fides Under the F/des system those reports were collated and the aggregated data

were sent to the partlcioants

20 The appllcan Sarrió 54 Sarrió is the result of merger In 1990 between the cartonboard

division of the largest Italian producei Saffa and the Spanish producer Sarrió point 11 of the

Decision In 1991 Sarrió a/so acquired the Spanish producer Prat Carton ibidem

21 Sardó was considered to be responsible for the involvement of Prat Carton in the cartel for the

whole of the period of its pafticoation point 154 of the Decicion

22 Sarrió manufactures princiially GD grade cartonboard but also produces GCgrade

Procedure

23 The applicant brought this act/on by application lodged at the Registly of the Court on 14

October1994

24 SAteen of the eighteen other undertakings held to be responsible for the infringement have

also brought actions to contest the Decision Cases T-295/94 T-301/94 T-304/94 T-308/94

309/9 T-310/94 T-311/94 T-317/94 T-3.t9/9 T-327/9 T-337/94 T-338/94 T-347/94

348/9 T-352/94 and T-354/94

25 The applicant in Case T-301/94 Laakrnann Karton Gmb/-I withdrew Its action by letter lodged

at the Registry oft/i/s Court on 10 June 1996 and the case was removed from the Register by

order of 18 July1996 Case T-301/94 Laakmann Kanon GmbH Commission not published in

the ECR

26 Four FinnIsh undertakings members of the trade assocition Finnboard and as such held

jointly and severally liable for payment of the fine imposed on Finnboard have also brought

actions against the Decision Joined Cases T-339/94 T-340/94 T-341/94 and T-342/94

27 Lastly an action was also brought by an association CEPI-Cartonboard which was not an

addressee of the Decision I-lowevei it withdrew Its action by letter lodged at the Registry of the

Court on 8ianuaiy 1997 and the case was removed from the Register of the Court by order of

March 1997 Case T-312/94 CEPI-Cartonboard Commission not published in the ECR

28 By letter of February 1997 the Court requested the parties to take part in an inforrnai

meeting with view in particulai to their presenting observations on possible joinder of Cases

T-295/94 T-304/94 T-308/94 T-309/91 T-310/94 T-311/94 T-317/9c T-319/94 T-327/94

334/94 T-337/94 T-336/94 T-347/94 T-348/94 T-352/94 and T-354/94 for the purposes of the
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era/procedure. At that meeting which took place on 29Apr11 1997 the parties agreed to such

joinder.

29 By order of June 1997 the President of the Third Chamber Extended Composition of the

Court in view of the connection between the abovementioned cases jo/ned them for the

purposes of the ore/procedure in accordance with Artlde 50 of the Rules of Procedure and

allowed an application for confidential treatm ent submitted by the applicant In the present case.

30 By order of 20 June .1997 he allowed an application for confidential treatm eat submitted by the

applicant in Case T-337/94 which related to document produced in response to written

question from the Court.

31 Upon hearing the report of the Judge Rapporteur the Court Third Chamber Extended

Composition decided to open the era/procedure and adopted measures of organ/sat/on of

procedure in which it requested the parties to reply to certain written questions and to produce

certain documents. The part/es compiled with those requests.

32 The part/es in the cases referred to/n paragraph 28 above presented oral argument and gave

replies to the Courts questions at the hearing which took place from 25 June to July1997.

Forms of order sought

33 The applicant c/aims that the Court should

annul the Decision

in the alternative annu/Art/de of the Dedsion and also Article thereof in so far as it

imposes on the applicant fine of ECU 15500 000

in the further alternative reduce the amount of that fine

order the defendant to pay the costs.

34 The Commission contends that the Court should

dismiss the application

order the applicant to pay the costs.

The application for annulment of the Decision The plea relating to procedure and

requirements of form grounded upon Infringement of the rights of the defence

Arguments of the parties

35 The applicant claims that its rights of defence were infringed when the Commission in point

79 of the Decision took into account as evidence of the infringement document discovered at

finnboard UK Ltd during investigations carried out in April1991 hereinafter the Finnboard

price list2. It observes that this document was seat to it only on 28Apr11 1994 that is to say well

after the date on which it lodged its reply to the statement of objections and after the hearing

before the Commission. That unjustified delay deprived it of the opportunity to express its views

on the actual significance of the document the context/n which it was drawn up and the

conclusions drawn by the Commission from it Case 85/76 Hoffmann-La Roche Commission

ECR 461. Furthermore the communication of the document on 28Apr11 1994 has not

remedied that infringement.

36 The Commission counters by stating that the document in question was sent to Sarrió with

covering letter of 28Apr11 1994 fully explaining the tenor of the document and the conclusions

drawn by the Commission. Since the letter of 28 April1994 a/so offered the applicant an

opportunity to submit any observations in writing it was able to put forward at the appropriate

time its view of the probative value of the document in quest/on see Case T-4/89 BASF

Commission ECR 11-1523 paragraph 36.

findings of the Court

37 The finnboard price list was obtained by the Commission during its investigatfons at the offices

of finnboard UK Ltd/n April1991 and was communicated to the applicant with covering letter

16 months after the despatch of the statement of objections.

38 According to the case-law of this Court it follows from Article 191 of Regulation No 17 read

in conjunction with Art/des and of Commission Regulation No 99/63/EEC of 25 July 1963 on

the hearings provided for in Article 191 and of Council Regulation No 17 OJ Engllsh Special

Edition 1963-1964 p. 47 that the Commission must communicate the objections which it raises
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against the undertakings and associations concerned and mayadopt in its decisions only

objections on which those undertakings and associations have had the opportunity to make

known their views Joined Cases T-39/92 and T-40/92 CB and Europay Commission ECR

11-49 paragraph 47
39 Similarly due observance of the rights of the defence in proceeding in which sanctions such

as those/n question maybe imposed requires that the undertakings and associations of

undertakings concerned must have been afforded the opportunity during the administrative

procedure to make known their views effectively on the truth and relevance of the facts and

circumstances alleged and objections raised by the Commission Hoffmann-La Roche

Commission cited above paragraph .11 and Joined Cases T-1O/92 T-11/92 T-12/92 and

15/92 Clrnenterfes CBR and Others Commission ECR 11-2667 paragraph 39
40 In the present case no new objection over and above those appearing In the statement of

objections was raised by the sending of the document concerned It/s dear from the letter sent

with the Finnboard price /Lct that the fist merely constituted additional evidence of common p/an

to fix prices an objection which had already been fully explained in the statement of objections

41 In any event ti-ic applicant was expressly offered an opportunity in the letter sent with that

document to make known its views on that evidence during the administrative procedure and

within period often days In those circumstances the Commission did not prevent the applicant

from putting foiward at the appropriate time its view of the probative value of the document sent

Hoffmann-La Roche Commission paragraph 11 and Case 107/82 AEG Commission

ECR 3151 paragraph 27
42 It follows that this plea must be rejected as unfounded

Substance

The plea as to the absence of collusion on transaction prices and infringement of the oblgat/on to

state reasons

Arguments of the patties

43 The applicant acknowledges that It took part/n concerted action relating to announced prices

but disputes that this action related to transaction prices Apart from the documents submitted

with its pleadfrigs which show that transaction prices did not follow announced prices it points

in support of its assertion to each custom er power of negotiation to changes/n demand and in

product/on costs and to the characteristics peculiar to the cartonboard market particularly the

regularity with which price Increases were announced and the high degree of market

transparency

44 It considers that the Commission has not explained dearly whether it was alleging that there

had been collusion not only on announced prices but also on transaction prices On account of

their different effects the distinction between those two types of collusion is contraly to the

Commissions dairns of major Importance seeJoined Cases C-89/85 C-104/85 C-114/85

116/85 C-117/85 and C-125/85 to C-129/85Ah/ström Osakeyhtid and Others Commission

ECR 1-1307 In Its reply the applicant submits that the uncertainty regarding the subject-

matter of the collusion constitutes/n itself breach of the obligation to give and explain the

reasons for decisions which find that there has been an infringement of the competition ru/es

Consequently that breach seriously affects the legitimate rights of the defence

45 The Commission states that it does not understand how the app//cant can at one and the same

time daim that it took part in concerted action on prices and submit that the price increases

applied were not the result of that co/fusion It points out that the Dedsion inparticular points 72

to 102 refers both to documents showing consultation in regard to each increase announced in

the context of the cartel and to the documents by which each producer actually announced the

increase in question

46 It a/so contends that the distinction between collusion on announced prices and on transaction

prices is not relevant/n the present case The collusion In the PWG and the JllCd/d not so/ely

concern announced prices but a/so the adoption of decicions relating to periodical price Increases

for each type of product and the application of those simultaneous increases throughout the

Community see the documentaty evidence referred to/n points 74 to 90 92 and 94 to 96 of the

Dec/s/on
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47 Moreovei having regard to the evidence of collusion within the committees in which the

applicant partJdpatea it Is Impossible to claim that the price announcements did not eliminate

each undertakings uncertaInty about its competitors conduct and that the applicant made the

price increases without reference to the collusion see Case T-1/89 Rhône-Poulenc Commission

ECR 11-867 paragraphs 122 and 123

findings of the Court

48 According to Artide of the Decision the addressees of that decision infringedAaYde 851 of

the Treaty by patticioating during the relevant perioc4 in an agreement and concerted practice

whereby tile suppliers of cartonboardin the Community inter ella agreed regular price

increases for each grade of the product in each national currency and planned and implemented

simultaneous and uniform price increases throughout the Community

49 The applicant acknowledges that itparticioatedfri the four bodies of the PG Paperboard and

has not dlsputeq either/n its pleadings or its repiles to the questions put by the Court at the

hearIng that it took part/n concerted action on announced prices with effect from 1988

50 Before dealing with the appllcants submission that the collusion did not relate to transaction

prices It/s necessaty to determine whether the Commission actually asserted in the Decision that

the collusion related to those prices

51 In that regara first Article of the Decision does not spec/I the price which was the subject-

matter of the concerted In creases

52 Secono it/snot apparent from the Decision that the Commission had maintained that the

producers lied tixeo or even fritended to fi uniform transact/on prices In particula points 101

and 102 of the Deds/on dealing with the effect of the concerted price initiatives on price leve/s

show that the Commission considered that the price Initiatives concerned llst prices and aimed to

bring about an Increase in transaction price5 It/s stated in particular as follows Even If all the

producers stayed resolute on introducing the full fncrease the possibilities for customers of

switching to cheaper quality or grade meant that supplying producerm/ght have to make

some concessions to its traditional customers as regards timfrig or give additional incentives in the

form of tonnage rebates or large order discounts in order for the customer to accept the full

basic-price increase pr/ce increase would therefore inevitably take some time before it worked

through point 101 sIxth paragraph of the Decision

53 It isa/so apparent from the Decision that the Commission considered that the purpose of the

collusion between the producers fri regard to prices was that the announced concerted price

increases should lead to an increase fri transaction prices According to the first paragraph of

poilit 101 of the Decision the producers not only announced the agreed price increases but a/so

with few exceptions took firm steps to ensure that they were imposed on the customers The

situation in the present case is therefore different from that before the Court of Justice in

Ahlström Osakeyhtio and Others Commission cited above sfrice un/ike the decision with which

thatjudgment was concernea the Commission does not assert in the Dads/on that the

undertakings took concerted action directly on transaction prices

54 That analysis of the Decision Is confirmed by the documents produced by the Commission

551n partfcuiar appendb 109 to the statement of objections contains the minutes of meeting

of the JMC of 16 October 1989/n which It is state44 inter al/a as follows

Ho//and..

B1g problems with the major purchasers particularly Imca to which Cascades and Van Duffel are

still offering crazy prices and making life hard for both KNP and the Thins

17 Belgium

similarsituation to that/n Holland Ffrmnboard had already succeeded with the price increase at

Van Genechten but owing to concessions from Belgium Cascades had to have further

discussion tough//ne will continue and this Isa/so expected from beghin Cascades and KNP

Italy
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Saffa has very great problems with the ftnport prices charged by Kopparfors Ffrmnboard and a/so

Cascades

There has been heavy fall/n Saffa deli veries imports have greatly increased

Saffa cal/s on ftnporters to keep absolutely to the price guide/fries that have been Issued

56 That document c/early shows that a/though the producers accepted/n general terms that each

of them should negotiate Its transact/on prices with Its customers each of the producers and/n

particular the applicant which is expressly referred to in the abovementioned appendb expected

that its competitors would apply transaction prices confonning to the agreed prices at least in the

sense that/nd/v/dual negotiations were not to deprive the agreed increases In l/gt prices of theLr

effect

57 Furthermore the applicant acknowledged at the hearing that announced prices seived as

preliminary basis for negotiations with customers on transaction prices which confirms that the

ultimate aim was to increase transaction prices In that regarn It suffices to state that the fixing

of un/form I/st prices agreed by the producers would have been rendered absolutely irrele vant if

those prices had not actually had any effect on transaction price.s

58As regards the appllcant c/aim that the uncertainty regarding the subject-matter of the

collusion is/n Itself breach of the obliat/on to furnish reasons It must be pofrited out that

Artlde of the Deds/on does not identify the specific price on which the collusion took place

59 In such circumstances it/s settled law that the operative part of the decision must be

considered in the /iht of its statement of reasons see for example the judgment In Jo/ned

Cases 40/73 to 48/73 50/7354/73 55/73 56/73 111/73 .113/73 and 114/73 Sulker Unle and
Others Commission ECR 1663 paragraphs 122 to 124

60 In the present case It follows from the foregoing that the Commission adequately explained In

the grounds of the Dec/s/on that the concerted action related to list prices and ahned to bring

about an increase in transaction prices

61 Consequently the plea must be rejected as unfounded Non-particioation by the appilcant In

an agreement to freeze market shares and control supply

Arguments of the parties

62 This plea is in three parts

63 In the first part of the plea the applicant clafrns that the Commission has no evidence of the

existence of concerted action to freeze market shares or to control supply Even assuming that

those concerted actions had been proved to the standard required by la the Commission would

not have proved that the applicant part/cioated In those concerted actions In particular the

applicant disputes the probative value of several appendices to the statement of objections on

which the Commission based its findings in the Decision

64 first appendix 73 an Internal Mayr-Melnhiofnote could only prove collusion on prices explain

the consequences of rigorous pridng policy and show that there was no pressure by the

applicant on Mayr-Meinhof to cause the latter to refrafri from increasing its market shares through

reduction in its prices In that regaro the applicant relies on the explanation given by llayr

Me/nhof/n its letter of 23 September1991 appendIx 75 to the statement of objections

65Secono appentht 102 note by Rena relates to meeting of the Nordic Paperboard Institute

NPI7 an association of which the applicant was not membei

66 Thlra Stora statements cannot in themselves constitute adequate evidence Moreover Stora

repeatedly stressed the relative autonomy enjoyed by the various undertakings as regards in

particular production volumes and the time when they chose to stop production see points

60 6970 and 71 of the Decision Storas statements also confirm that no system for the

monitoring of any understanding on quantities had been established The absence of system for

monitor/rig quantity changes dearly refutes the existence of any understanding on that subject

Moreover Store .c statements merely express its own opinion regarding the frnportance of

adopting measures to monitor product/on quantities and sales

671n the second part of the plea the applicant daims that the changes in the market shares of

various undertakings show that no concerted action to freeze market shares took place or even if

it were assumed that concerted action had taken place between some undertakings that the
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applicant had not in any event taken pad In It

68As regards the general changes in market shares itmaintafris that some producers in

part/cu/ar Iggesund MoDo and Mayr-Me/nhof brought significant new capacity into service

during the period iii question

69 The applicant also observes that Its own overall share of the Community market fell from

14.3% in 1987 to 11.7% in 1990 It c/aims that such fall/s incompatible with the Commlssionc

assertion that It took part in an agreement to freeze the market shares of the various producers

As regards Prat Carton the reduction from 1987 to 1990 of approximately 9% of its overall

share of the Community market also demonstrates the complete absence ofpart/c4oaffon in any

conceded act/on to freeze market shares

70 In the third part of the plea the applicant submits that Its behaviour in regard to production

stoppages and exports to markets outside Europe is a/so incompatible with the Commissions

assertions

71 As to the first part of the plea the Commission considers that the evidence on which it re//ed

in particular Stora statements appendices 39 and 43 to the statement of objections and

appendices 73 and 102 to the statement of objections amply demonstrate the existence of an

agreement to freeze market shares and to control supply and also the applicants particioation in

those aspects of the cadet

72 As regards the second pad of the plea it observes that it based itself on documentary

evidence of an understanding on freezing market shares and it submits that the applicants

argument relating to the change in market shares of various undertakings is therefore Irrelevant

to the question whether such an understanding exIsted Moreover it/s expressly accepted In the

Decision that the market shares of certain undertakings did creep up market shares being

renegotiated each year points 60 and 131 of the Decision In any event Artide 85 prohibits

agreements decisions or concerted practices which have as their object or effect the restriction of

competition irrespective of the extent to which they succeed

73 As regards more particularly the app//cants arguments relying on changes in its own market

shares the Commission observes that the infringement concerned the whole of the Community

market The applicant was member of the PWG in which the discussions on market shares took

place In 1989 Saffas managing director was even appointed vice-president of the PG

Pap erboard

74 The Commission observes lastly that there is no evidence to support the applicants

contention that it always behaved independently Moreover even assuming that the applicant did

not abide by the understanding that in no way alters the infringement committed Rhône-Pouleric

Commission cited above

75 Lastly as to the third pad of the plea the Commission contends that Stora confirmed in

appendix 39 to die statement of objections that the PWGJiadp/anned and established scheme

for achieving balance and controlling production In such way as to maintain prices at

constant level Consequently the fact that as result of the market situation or the proper

workhig of the cartel the applicant was not as it claims required to have recourse to concerted

production stoppages is irrelevant to its responsibility or its participation in the agreement to

control market shares and quantities

Findings of the Court

Existence of concerted action to freeze market shares and to control supply

76As regards the first part of the plea it should be observed that according to AitIde .1 of the

Decision the undertakings referred to in that art/de infringedArt/de 85101 the Treaty by

padiciating during the relevant period in an agreement and concerted practice whereby tile

suppliers of cartonboard in the Community reached an understandIng on maintaining the market

shares of the major producers at constant levels subject to modification from time to time and

Increasingly from early 1990 took conceded measures to controi the supply of the product in

the Community in order to ensure tile implementation of the said concerted price rises

77According to the Commission those two types of collusion dealt with in the DecLcion under

the heading volume controls were initiated during the reference period by the paciants in the

PWG meetings It Is apparent from the third paragraph of point 3701 the Decision that the true
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purpose of the PWG as described by Stora included /iscussions and concertation on markets

market shares prices price Increases and capac/ty

78As to tile PWGs role in relation to the collusion on market shares the Decision point fifth

paragraph states as follows In connection with the moves to Increase prices the PWG held

detailed discussions on the market shares in western Europe of the national groupings and of

fndMdual producer groups As result certain understandings were reached between the

paticoants as to their respective market shares the object being to ensure that the concerted

puce ln/titives were not jeopardiced by excess of supply over demand The large producer

groups in effect agreed to maintain their market shares at the levels disdosed for each year by

the annual product/on and sales figures and ava/ial.1e in definitive form through Fides in March of

the following yeai Market share developments were analysed/n each meeting of the PWG on the

basis of the monthly Fldes returns and ifsiqniflcant fluctuations emergea explanations would be

sought from the undertaking presumed responsible

79 According to point 52 of the Beds/on The agreement reached in the PWG during 1987

induded the rreezlng of the west European market shares of the major producers at existing

levels with no attempts to be made to win new customers or extend existing business through

aggressive prfcing

80 The first paragraph of point 56 states The basic understanding between the major producers

on maintaining their respective market shares continued throughout the period covered by this

Dedsion According to point 5Z Market share development was analysed at each meeting of

the PWG on the basis of pro visional statistics finally the last paragraph ofpoint 56 states The

undertakings which took part in these discussions on market shares were those represented in

the PWG namely Cascades Finnboara KNP until 1988 HoBo San-ió the two

Store group producers CBC and FeldmOhle and from 1988 Weig

81 The Court therefore considers that the Commission correctly established the existence of

collusion on market shares between the paft/aants in the meetings of the PWG

82 The Commisslons analysis is/n essence based on Storas statements appendices 39 and 43 to

the statement of objections and is confirmed by appendix 73 to the statement of objections

83 In appendix 39 to the statement of objections Store states The PWG met from 1986 to

assist in the hitroduction of disciollne in the market .. Among other Iegftinate activities its

purpose induded discussion and concertatfon on markets market shares prices price h7creases

demand and capacity Its role included assessing and explahilng to the President Conference the

precise state of supply and demand on the market and the measures to be taken to attempt to

bring order to the market

84 As regards more spedfically the collusion on market shares Stora indicates that the shares

taken by national groups of Eç EFA and other countries supplied by members of the PG

Paperboard were considered in the PWG and that the PWG discussed the possibility of ho/ding

market shares at the previous years level appendix 39 to the statement of objections point 19
It also states same document point that about producers European market

shares also took p/ace dunig this perioa the first reference period being .1987 levefs

85 In reply to request by the Commission of 23 December1991 sent on 14 Febwary 1992

appendix 43 to the statement of objections Store also states The understandings on market

share levels reached by the PWG members related to Europe as whole The understandings

were based on the previous total year figures usually definitively available by the following

March pohit Li
86 That assertion is confirmed/n the same document as follows .. the discussions led to

understandings usually in March of each year between members of the PWG to maintain their

market shares at the previous yearc level point 1.4 Store reveals that no measures were

taken to ensure respect for the understandings and that the paitlcoants in the meetings of the

PWG were aware that if they took exceptional positions in certahi markets supplied by others

those others could retaliate In other markets ibidem

87 Lastly It states that Saffa took part in the discussions concerning market shares point 1.2

88 Storac assertions concerning collusion on market shares are supported by appendA 73 to the

statement of objections That document found at FS-Karton is confident/a/note dated 28
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December1988 sent by the marketing director of the Mayr-Meinhof Group in Germany Mr
Katzner to the General Manager of Mayr-Meinhof in Austria Mr Grö//er concerning the market

situation

89 According to that document cited in points 53 to 55 of the Decision the closer cooperation

within the Presidentsgrouping Prasidentenkreis9 decided on in 1987 had produced winners

and losers The author of the note considers Mayr-Meinhof to be amongst the losers for various

reasons induding the following

72 An agreement could only be reached by our being punished we were asked to make

sacrifices

Market shares had to be frozen at 1987 levels existing contacts maintained and no new

activities orgrades obtained via pricing the result will be apparent In Janualy 1989 If all are

honest

90 Those sentences must be read/n the more general context of the note

91 In that regard the author of the note refers by way of introduction to the doser cooperation

within the Presidentsgrouping That express/on was interpreted by Mayr-Meinhof as general

reference to both the PWG and the PC that is to say without reference to specific event or

meeting appendix 75 to the statement of objections point 2.a Itis unnecessary to consider

that interpretation In the present context

92 The author goes on to indicate that this cooperation had led to price disci/ine which had

produced winners and losers

93 It is necessary therefore to understand the phrase relating to the market shares which were

to be frozen at 1987/eve/s against the background of that dLcallne decided upon by the

Presidentsgrouplng

94 Moreover the reference to 1987 as reference year is consistent with Storas second statement

appendbc 39 to the statement of objections see paragraph 84 above

95As to the role played by the PWG in the coliusfon on the control of supply which was feature

of the consideration of machine downtime the Decision states that the PWG played decisive

role in implementing downtime when from 1990 production capacity increased and demand fell

From the beginning of 1990.. the industry leaders.. considered it necessary to concert on the

need for taking downtime in the forum of the PWG The major producers recognised that they

could not increase demand by lowering prices and that maintaining full production would simply

bring prices down In theoty the amount of downtime required to bring supply and demand back

into balance could be calculated from the capadty reports point 70 of the Decision

96 It is a/so observed V-/owe vet the PWG did not formally allocate the downtime to be taken

by each producer According to Store there were practical difficulties in reaching coordinated

plan on downtime to cover all the producers Store says that for these reasons only loose

system of encouragement existed point of the Dedsion

97 The Court finds that the Commission adequately estab/L9hed the existence of collusion on

downtime between the particants in the meetings of the PWG

98 The documents it produces support its analysis

99 In its second statement appendix 39 to the statement of objections point 24 Stora gives the

following explanation With adoption by the PWG of the policy of price before tonnage and the

gtduslimpfementation of en equivalent price system from 1988 members of the PWG
recognised that downtime would have to be taken to maintain those prices/n the face of

reduced growth in demand Without taking downtime the producers would have been unable to

maintain agreed price levels in the face of an Increasing excess of capacity

100 In point 25 of its statement Store adds In .1988 and 1989 the industry was able to run at

near full capacity Downtime in addition to normal dosure for repairs and holidays became

necessary from 1990 .. Ultimately downtime had to be taken when the order flow ceased in

order to maintain the price before tonnage policy The amount of downtime required to be taken

by producers to maintain the balance between production and consumption couid be calculated

from the capacity reports No formal allocation of downtime was made by the PWG although

loose system of encouragement existed...
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101 As to appendix 73 to the statement of object/on.s the reasons adduced by Ifie author of the

note in order to explain why he considered Mayr-Meinhof to be loser at the time when the

note was written are significant evidence of the existence of collusion on downtftne between the

paticoants in the meetings of the PWG

102 The author states

74 It is at this point that there begins to be difference in opinion between the part/es involved

as to what is desired

All sales representatives and European agents were re/eased from their quantity budgets and

pricing policy followed which admitted of practically no exceptions our employees often did not

understand our changed attitude to the market in the past they were just required to go for

tonnage and now the sole objective is price disci/ine with the danger of having to stop

machines

103 Mayr-Me/tihof states appendLv 75 to the statement of objections that the passage

reproduced above refers to its own internal situation Howe vet when considered in the /ight of

the more general background to lie note that passage reflects the implementation at lie level

of sales personnel of rigorous policy adopted with/n the Presidentsgrouping The document

must therefore be construed as meaning that the partlciants In the 1987 agreement that Is to

say lie particioants in the meetings of the PWG at/east undoubtedly weiihed up the

consequences the agreed policy would have If It were to be applied riqorously

104 The fact that discussions relating to consideration of downtime took p/ace between the

manufacturers when they prepared pr/ce increases/s corroboratea in part/cu/at by Rena note

dated September 1990 appendIx 118 to the statement of objections which refers to the

amounts of price increases/n several countries the dates for the future announcements of those

increases and the state of the order backlogs expressed fri working days for several

manufacturers

105 The author of the document notes that certain manufacturers were pro vidh7g for downtime

which he illustrates as follows

Koppaifors 5-15 days 5/9 will stop for five days

106 On the basis of the foregoing the Commission has proved to the requisite legal standard that

there was collusion on market shares between the particioants in the meetings of the PWG and

that there was collusion on downtime between those same undertakings Since ft/s not thputed

that Sarrió took part in the meetings of the PWG and that that undertaking/s expressly referred

to in the ma/n Inculpatory evidence Stora statements and appendA 73 to the statement of

objections the Commission was fully entitled to hold the applicant liable for its particioat/on in

those two types of collusion

107 The appllcants criticism of Storas statements to the Commission and appendL 73 to the

statement of objections by which it disputes the probative value of those documents does not

weaken that finding

1OSAs regards first ofali Stora successive statements to the Commission ft/snot disputed

that they are made by one of the undertakings regarded as having particjated In the alleged

infringement and that they contain detailed descn of the nature of the discussions held/n

the bodies of the PG Paperboara of the objective pursued by the undertakings which met within

it and of the paffiaation of those undertakings fri the meetings of its various bodies Since this

central evidence is corroborated by other documents it constitutes sound basis for the

Commissionc assertions

109 Second as regards appendix 73 to the statement of objections the applicant argues that this

annex demonstrates only concerted action on price because the variations in the sales referred

to therein are simplyregarded as the consequence of the pricing policy It relies In that regard on

Mayr-Meln/iofs interpretation of that document appendix 75 to the statement of objections

110 Ho we vet that construction by the applicant does not accord with an interpretation of the

document in its context and Mayr-Melnhofs Interpretation of that document/s of no avail

111 AccordIng to appendix 75 to the statement of objections appendix 73 /s general
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descriotion of the situation drawn up by the sales director of FS-Karton for the group

management which is nothing more than an attempt to give reasons to the group management
for the stagnation in turnover of FS-Karton by relying essentially on the new policy which oblied

the subs/diafles to observe absolute price discioffrie even at the cost of losing turnover

Moreovet according to Mayr-Meinhol the freezing of market shares meant that In order to

achieve higher price level within the Mayr-Meinhof Group there should be no attempt to try to

obtain greater market shares by selling additional quantities to new customers or new types of

products at unprofitable price5 The objective was lii contrast to maintain existing re/atfonshios

with customers despite the increase in prices

112 Those general considerations are not reconcilable with the reference made at the beginning

of the document to the Pres/dentsgrouping and the whole of the document must be

understood In the lht of that reference

113 Since the indications in appendLv 73 reiatlig to the freezing of market shares and to the

regulation of supply correspond to those in Store Lc statements the Commission justifiably

considered that those documents read togethet show the existence of joint intention which

went beyond collusion on prices a/one

114 Slice the CommissIon has proved the existence of the two types of collusion lii question it/s

unnecessary to consider the appllcantc criticism of appendix 102 to the statement of objections

The appIicants actual conduct

.115 Nor is itpossible to uphold the second and thfrd parts of the plea according to which the

undertakings actual conduct is irreconcilable with the Commissionc assertions concerning the

existence of the two disputed types of collusion

116 FZsl the existence of collusion between the members of the PWG on the two aspects of the

prlce before tonnage policy should not be confused with their implementation The probative

value of the proof adduced by the Commission Lc such that information as to the appllcantc actual

conduct on the market cannot affect the CommLssions conclusions concerning the fact of the

existence of collusion on the two aspects of the poilcy at Issue At the very most the appllcantc

contentions mi/it tend to show that its conduct did not follow that agreed by the undertakings

which met in the PWG

lllSecond the Commissionc condusions are not contradicted by the information suppiled by
the applicant It mustbe emphasised that the Commission expressly accepts that the collusion on

market shares involved no formal machinery of penalties or compensation to reinforce the

understanding on market shares and that the market shares of some large producers did creep

up from year to year seq fripatticulat points 59 and 60 of the Decision Moreo vet the

Commission acknowledges that since the industty lied operated at full capacity until the beginning

of 1990 practically no downtime was required until that date point 70 of the Decision

118 Thir4 it is settled law that the fact that an undertaking does not abide by the outcome of

meetings which have manifestly ant/-competitive purpose Is not such as to relieve it of full

responsibility for the fact that itpartia in the cartel if it has not pub//dy distanced Itself

from what was agreed in the meetings see for example the judgment in Case T-141/89

Trót i/europe Sales Commission ECR 11-791 paragraph 85 Even assuming that the

app/icants conduct on the market was not in conformity with the conduct agreea that/n no way
affects its liability for an infringement of Artide 851 of the Treaty

Error by the Commission regarding the duration of concertation on prices

Arguments of the parties

119 The appilcant dahns that concertation on announced prices took place at/east as concerns

the appilcant only with effect from 1988 The January 1987 price increase in the LlnitedKh7gdom

was merely natural reaction by producers lii the face of the weakness of the pound sterling in

relation to other European currencies and the uniform nature of that increase was the result of

market transparency Economic operators are not prohibited from adapting their conduct to the

perceived or expected conduct of their competitors Suiker Unie and Others Commission cited

above Moreovet neither appendices 44 and 61 to the statement of objections nor document A-

17-2 prove concertation on prices between undertakings In any event they do not concern the

applicant
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120 As to the question when concertation on prices ended the Commission wrongly found the

date to be April1991 the last concerted price increase having been announced in

September/October 1990.

121 The Commission observes that the app//cant took part in the meetings of the PWG and of the

J1vIC from their establishment and was still member in 1991. It states that a/though documents

found at the premises of one of the undertakings involved show that at the end of 1987 an

agreement had been concluded on the llnked issues of volume control and price dlsci/ine point

53 of the Decision that is not inconsistent with the fact that the producers in question held

series of secret meetings before that date/n order to discuss plan intended to eliminate

competition see In particular point 161 of the Decision. Appendices 35 and 43 to the statement

of objections confirm that assertion. The Commission adds that the correctness of its deductions

concerning the duration of the infringement/s also borne out by the price increases made by the

producers since 198Z

Findings of the Court

122 According to Artide of the Decision the app//cant infringed Artide 851 of the Treaty by

participating from mid-1986 until at leastApril 1991 In an agreement and concerted pract/ce

whereby the suppliers of cartonboard in the Community inter a/ia agreed price increases for

cartonboard and planned and implemented simultaneous and uniform price Increases throughout

the Community. Point 74 of the Dedsion explains that the first concerted price hitiatfve in which

the appllcantpartfcioated annex to the Decision was in the United Kingdom at the end of

1986 while the new mechanism of the PG Paperboard was still being set up

123 The second pagraph of point 161 of the Decision states moreover that the majority of the

addressees of the Dedsion particioated in the Infringement from June 1986 onward the date

when the PWG was set up and the collusion between the producers intensified and started to be

more effect ve

124 In support of its claims concerning the beginning of price concertation the applicant disputes

the probative value of appendices 61 and 44 to the statement of objections and of documentA

17-2.

l25Appendi 61 to the statement of objections isa note found at the Un/ted Kingdom sales

agent of Mayr-Meinhof The Commission considers that It is an internal note made at President

Conference Storas admission that the President Conference did in fact discuss

collusive pricing thirdparagraph of point 41 and second paragraph of point 75 of the Dec/sian.

126 That document which relates to meeting held/n Vienna on 12 and 13 December1986

contains the following

UKpricing

Recent fides meeting induded the representative of Weig stating that they thought 9% too higli

for the United Kingdom and were settling at 7% Great disappointment as it signals

negotiatinglevei for eve ybody else. UK pricing policy will be left to RHU with the support of

even if it means tenlporay reduction in tonnes while we attempt and be seen

to attempt to pursue 9%. maintain growth policy for UK but reduced

returns are serious and we have to fight to regain control on pricing. accept that

it doesnt help that they are known to have increased their tonnes in Germany by 000

l27According to Mayr-Meinhof reply to request for information appendix 62 to the statement

of objections the F/des meeting referred to at the beginning of the passage quoted is probably

the PC meeting of 10 November1986.

128 The document in question shows that Weig reacted to an initial level of price increase by

indicating its future pricing policy in the United Kingdom.

129 It cannot however be considered to prove that Wei reacted in relation to particular level

of pr/ce increase agreed between the undertakings within the PG Paperboard before .10 November

1986.

130 The Commission does not rely on any other evidence to that effect. Moreover Weigs

reference to price increase of 9%may be explained by the price increase in the United

Kingdom announced by Thames 8oard Ltd on November1986 annex -12-1. That
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announcement was made public shortly afteiwerds as Is dear from press cutting annexA-12-

Lastly the Commission has not produced any other document capable of constituting direct

evidence that discussions on price increases took place at meetings of the PC In those

circumstances It cannot be ruled out that Welg remarks as related In appendbt 61 to the

statement of objections were made on the fringe of the meet/Ag of the PC on 10 November

1986 as Wei repeatedly submitted at the hearing

131 The minutes of Feldmlfhle UK Ltd board meeting of November1986 annexA-17-2 on

which the Commission relies In the Decision third paragraph of point 74 merely confirm that

this United Kingdom subsidiary of Feldmühle was aware prior to 10 November1986 of Thames

Board Ltd announcement of price increase of approximately 9%
TBM and the Fins sic have announced price increases of approxfrnately 9% to be effective from

February 198/and it would appear that most other mills will be looking for the same soft of

increase cited by the Commission in point 74 of the Decicionj

132 As regards appendix 44 to the statement of objections which consists of handwritten note

In the desk diary of FeidmOhle employee on the pages for 15 to 17 January 198Z the

Commission considers that this constitutes fuither evidence of concertation thirdparagraph of

point 75 of the Decision

133 Howe vei that note does not have the probative value accorded it by the defendant There is

no identification of the meeting of which it is an account so that the possibility cannot be ruled

out that it concerns an internal FeidmOhle meeting Moreovei since the note probably dates from

mid-January 1987 it does not prove that the application of the price increase TBM included was

the result of concertation it being possible that the note was only an obsenatlon

134 Some indications in the note are even such as to contradict the Commissionc daim that the

note confirms the existence of collusion in regard to the decision to Increase prices in the United

Kingdom In paticulai the statement that the director of FeldmOh/e had declared that he was

sceptical of Koppatfors and had regarded Mayr-Meinhof as Irresponsible ohne Verantworturig

cannot be regarded as supporting the Commisslons contention The position Is the same/n

regard to the statement Finnboard Preisautonomie audi Tako Ffrinboard price autonomy

a/so for Tako7

135 It follows from the foregoing that the Commission has not proved that the undertakings

agreed to increase prices in the United Kingdom In January1987 not fort/or that the applicant

was involved fri discussions to that end

136 Nevertheless lii its capacity as an undertaking which as It has admittea had paiticiiated/A

the meetings of the PW since that body of the GP Paperboard was created towards the middle

of 1986 the applicant must be held liable for collusion vii prices from that date

137 The P1416 was setup by certain undertalcigs unduding the appllcant for an essentially ant/

competitive purpose As Store stated appendIx 39 to the statement of objections point it

met from 1986 to ass/st/n the introduction of disciillne to the market and Its purpose unduded

discussion and concertation on markets market shares prices price increases and

capacity appendic 35 to the statement of objections point 5i/
138 The role played by the undertakings meeting in that body lii regard to collusion on market

shares and on downtbne has been described in the previous plea see paragraphs 78 to 106

above The undertakings which met in that body also discussed price initiatives According to

Store appendix 39 to the statement of objections point .10 1987 the PWG reached an

agreement and took broad decisions on both the timing .. and/eve/of price increases to be

h7troduced by cartonboarci producers

139 Consequently the fact that they had agreed Iv set up and part/dpate in meetings of body

whose anti-competitive objecl in particular the discussion of future price increases was known to

and accepted by the undertakings which onginally establlshed 11 constitutes sufficient ground

for considering that the applicant/s liable for collusion on prices with effect from mid-1986 the

date from which the applicant accepts that it paiticioated in the PWG

140 As regards the date when collusion on prices ceasec4 the Commission nhtly took this date to

be April1991 the month in which the Commission agents carried out kivestiqatfons at the

premises of several undertakings in accordance with Article 14 of Regulation No .JZ The lest
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conceited price Increase announced/n October1990 by the appllcanz was applied from Janualy

1991 and the level of list prices agreed between the undertakings was still lii force in April 199.

141 This plea must therefore be rejected

Error of the Commission regarding the duration of the understanding on the freezing of market

shares and on controlling supply

Arguments of the parties

142 The applicant submits thai even assuming that an understand/ag on the freezing of market

shares and on controlling supply were to be taken as pro vecl the Commissfon committed an error

of assessment as regards its duration because the evidence upon which it relies demonstrates

that there was no understanding before the end of 1988 In its reply it adds that appenth 102 to

the statement of objections Rena note concerning an TVPI meeting of October1988 shows

that there was no such understanding at the point when that note was written the author

referring in It only to the possibility of considering regulation of supply should difficulties be met in

the matter ofp/Ices

143 The Commission refers to the arguments which it submitted in the context of the plea

alleging an error/n regard to the duration of the concertat/on on prices see paragraph 121

above

Findings of the Court

144 The Court has afready found see paragraphs 78 to 106 above that the Commission has

proved that the undertakings meeting in the PWGparticiated in collusion on market shares and

In collusion on downtime

145 It is apparent from the Decifon that the freezing of market shares and the consideration of

downtime began to be spedfically discussed by the participants in the meetings of the PWG from

the end of 1987 so as to ensure the success of the pr/ce initiatives taken with effect from 1988

see in particu/a points to 60 of the Dec/s/oil In that regara the Decision states All

members of the PWG were concerned that the re/a unched price initiatives should not be

undermined by substantial increases in the volume sold This was referred to by Store as orice

before tonnage policy first paragraph of point of the DecLcionj The Commission also

observes that the main features of the pr/ce before tonnage pollcy which characterLed the PG

Paperboard from the end of 1987 untilApril 1991 were the freezing of the market shares of

the major produce/s onqinally on the basL of their 1987 positions and the coordination of

downtImeby the major producers Instead of reduction inprices mafrily from 1990 second

paragraph of point 130 of the Decision

146 Those assertions of the Commission are based essentially on appendices 39 and 73 to the

statement of objections

147 In the document constituting apperidA 39 pointS Stora states Linked with the pricing

Initiative from .1987 was the need to maintain near balance between production and

consumption price before tonnage pallcy

148 As regards the beginning of collusion on market shares it follows from appendix 73 to the

statement of objections see paragraph 89 above that the Presidents

grouping Prasidentenkreis9 had decided to cooperate more dosely from October or November

198Z The result of that cooperation was collusion on market shares with effect from that date

149 As regards the beginniAg of collusion on downtime Stora states With adoption by the PWG
of the policy of price before tonnage and the gradual frnplementation of an equivalent pr/ce

system from 1988 members of the PWG recognised that downtime would have to be taken to

maintain those prices In the face of reduced growth in demand Without takfrig downtime the

produce/s would have been unable to maintain agreed pr/ce levels in the face of an increasing

excess of capacity appendix point 24
150 Store adds In 1988 and 1989 the industy was able to run at near full capacity Downtime

in addition to normal closure for repairs and holidays became necessary from 1990 Ultimately

downtime had to be taken when the order flow ceased in order to rnalatafri the price before

tonnage policy appendA 39 point 25
151 In view of that evidenc4 the Commission has proved that the undertakings which
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partlciated In the meetings of the PWG adopted so-called price before tonnagepollcy at the

end 011987 and that one aspect of that policy namely collusion on market shares was applied

with immediate effect whereas the aspect relating to downtime fell to be appiledin fact only from

1990

152 It follows from the foregoing that this plea must be rejected as unfounded

Error of assessment by the Commission as regards the fides information exchange system

153 In its reply the applicant submits that the fides information exchange system was not

capable ofpromoting collusive conduct and that it was therefore not incompatible with Article 85

of the Treaty It c/aims that there are significant differences between the facts of the present case

and those underlying Commission Decision 87/1/EEC of December1986 relating to proceeding

underArtide 85 of the EEC Treaty 111/31.128 FattyAcids OJ .1987 17 on which the

Commission relies in point 134 of the Decision

154 In Its rejoinder the Commission sets out its reasons for refernng to the FattyAcids

decision It contends that/n the present case the information exchange system had at least the

effect of faa7itating the cartel

155 In response to this plea the Court observes that by virtue of the first subparagraph of Article

482 of the Ru/es of Procedure no new plea in law maybe introduced/n the course of

proceedings unless It/s based on matters of/aw or of fact which come to liiht In the course of

the procedure

156 The plea alleging an error of appraisal by the Commission in regard to the F/des information

exchange system was raised by the applicant for the first time only/n its reply and is not based

on matters of fact or of law which have come to light in the course of the procedure

.157 This plea is accordingly inadmissible

Error committed by the Commission in considering that there was one overall infringement and

that Sairió was responsible for it as whole

Arguments of the parties

158 The applicant contests the Commissions condusion that there was one single infringement

and that the applicant was responsible for/tin full

159 first it maintains that the Commissions approach is essentially based on an accusatory

princiole since it has no direct evidence of fully-fledged cartel It is however for the

Commission to prove whether and lisa to what extent the appllcantpart/ciated in each of the

elements of single Infringement Where infringements of Community competition law are

concerned the principle of strictly Individual responsibility must be applied because the notion of

collective responsibility is Incompatible with the quasi-criminal nature of the penalties which may
be Imposed for such infringements Consequently the Commission is wrong in arguing that it/s

unnecessary to prove that the applicant actively participated in each element of the inithigement

On the contraly it is necessary both to determine the precise nature of the infringement

committed and to investigate any individual partidpatfon by each undertaking in order to be able

correctly to determine individual responsibility and in consequence the appropriate individual

penalty

160 Second the applicant argues that it/s also contrary to the fundamental prindples of

Community law and particularly the princiile governing the burden ofproaf to base an

undertakings individual responsibility for an infringement so/ely on Its membership of an

association whose activities were at least In part lawful

161 Third the applicant claims that the Commission did not give due consideration to its specific

position on the market and wit/i/n the PG Paper-board In particular the purpose of its request in

1986 to particoate in the meetings of the PG Paperboard was to compete more effectively with its

competitors

162 The CommIssion contends that It has proved the existence of the cartel and the app//cants

active particiaation as ringleader in it It therefore based its analysis on specific well-established

facts and the applicants arguments regarding kfnd of collective responsibility or an

accusatory princrle are without foundation

163 It daims moreover that it did not base the applicants responsibility solely on its
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membership of the PG Paperboard. It had in fact taken into account the applicants active

paniciation in the meetings of the various committees of the PG Paperboard which had an ant/

competitive object and also the fact that the applicant subsequently adopted the conduct agreed

at those meetings.

Findings of the Court

164 first cia/I the Commission found that the applicant had infringed Article 851 of the Treaty

bypat/aoatlng from mid-1986 until atleastApril 1991 in an agreement anda concerted

practice whfch started/n mid-1986 and which consisted of several separate constituent elements.

l65According to the second paragraph of pc/nt 116 of the Deds/on the whole gravamen of the

Infringement lies in the combination of the producers over severalyears in joint unlawful

enterprise pursuant to common desJgn That view of the infringement is a/so expressed In point

128 of the Decision ft we uid however be artificial to subdivide what is c/early continuing

common enterprise having one and the same overall objective Into several discrete infringements

see again judgment of the Court of firstInstance In Case T-13/89 Imperial Chemical Industries

Commission at point 26C
166 Consequently even though the Commission did not expressly use the concept of single

infringement in the Decision it /mpllcitly referred to that concept as is shown by the reference to

paragraph 260 of the judgment of this Court/n Case T-13/89 IC Commission ECR II

1021.

GROUNDS CONTINUED UNDER DOC NUM 694A 0334.1

167 Furthermore the Commissions repeated use of the word cartel to cover the various kinds

of anti-competitive conduct which it found expresses comprehensive view of the infringements

of Artide 851 of the Treaty. As is dear in fact from point 117 of the DecIsion the Commissions

view is as follows The proper approach in case such as the present one is to demonstrate the

existence operation and salient features of the cartel as whole and then to determine

whether there is credible andpersuasive proof to fink each mdiv/dual producer to the common

scheme and for what period each producer partictated It adds ibidem The

Commission ... is not required to compartimenta/ise the various constituent elements of the

infringement by/dentfiing each separate occasion during the duration of the cartel on which

consensus was reached on one or another matter or each individual example of collusive

behaviour and them exonerating from involvement on that occasion or/n that particular

manifestation of the cartel any producer not implicated on that occasion by direct evldence It

also states in point 118 There is ample direct evidence to prove the adherence of each

suspected particant to the infringement without distinguishing between the constituent

elements of the overall Infringement.

.168 Thus the single infringement as conceived by the Commission Is bound up with the cartel

as whole or the overall cartel and/s ci iaracterised by continuous course of action adopted

by number of undeitakings pursuing common unlawful objective. That view of single

infringement gives rise to the system of proof set out in point 117 of the Decision and to unitaly

responsibility in the sense that any undertaking linked to the overall cartel is held responsible

for It whatever the constituent elements in which it/s proved to have partiaoated.

.169 Zn order to be entitled to hold each addressee ala decision such as the present deds/on

responsible for an overall cartel during given period the Commission must demonstrate that

each undertaking concerned either consented to the adoption of an overall plan comprising the

constituent elements of the cartel or that itparticiated directly in all those elements during that

period. An undertaking may also be held responsible for an overall cartel even though it is shown

that itpafticiated directly only in one or some of the constituent elements of that cartel if ft is

shown that it knew or must have known that the collusion in which ft participated was part of an

overall plan and that the overall plan included all the constituent elements of the cartel. Where

that is the case the fact that the undertaking concerned did not partidpate directly in all the

constituent elements of the overall cartel cannot relieve it of responsibility for the infringement of

Artide 851 of the Treaty. Such circumstance may nevertheless be taken into account when

assessing the seriousness of the infringement which it is found to have committed.

170 In the present case it is apparent from the Decision that the infringement found in Artide

consisted of collusion on three matters which were different but which pursued common
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objective Those three types of collusion must be regarded as tile constituent elements of the

overall cattel According to that art/de each of the undertakings mentioned InfririgedArtide 851
of the Treaty bypartic/patfr7g in an agreement and concerted practice by which the undertakfrigs

agreed regular price increases for each grade of the product/n each national currency and

planned and frnplemented those increases reached an understanding on maintaining the

market shares of the major producers at constant levels subject to modification from time to

time and increasingly from early 1990 took concerted measures to control the supply of the

product in the Community/n order to ensure the implementation of the concerted price rises

171 Despite its view that there was sIngle/nfringement the Commission explains in the

Decision that 7tJhe tore documents which prove the existence of the overall cartel or individual

manifestations thereof often identify partkioants by name and there is also vast body of further

documentay evidence showing the role of each producer fri the cartel and the extent of its

Involvement point 118 first paragraph of the Decision

172 The Court must therefore cons/dei in the iiqht of the foregoing considerations whether the

Commission has proved the applicants particioatioa in the cartel as found/n Arfide of the

Decision

173 As has already been held seeparagraph 48 et seq and paragraph 76 etseq above the

Commission has proved thai as an undertaking which took part in the meetings of the PWG from

its establishment the applicant partiaateo from mid-1986 in collusion on prices ana from the

end of 1982 in collusion on market shares and/n collusion on downtime that is to say fri the

three constituent elements of tile /nfrfrigement found in Artide of the Decision It was therefore

fully entitled to decide to hold the applicant responsible for an infringement consisting of those

three types of collusion pursuing the same objective

174 So the Commission did not place on the applicant responsibility for the conduct of other

producers and did not hold it responsible on the sole basis of its particioatfon in the PG

Paperboard

175 This plea must therefore be rejected and it/snot necessary to consider the other arguments

raked by the appllcant

Failure of the Commission to take the Spanish market situation into consideration

176 In Its reply the applicant contends that the Commission did not define precisely the

geographic market on which the alleged infthigement took place and that in part/cu/al It did not

adequately analyse tile situation on the Spanish market and the conduct on that market of the

undertakfrigs concerned It states that it has already pofr ited out in its application that the only

reference/n the Dedsion to the Spanish market consists of two footnotes/n tab/es and

annexed thereto

177 The Commission contends that this plea raised for the first time in the reply should be

barred

178 The Court observes that according to tile firstparagraph of Artide 482 of the Rules of

Procedure no new plea In law maybe Introduced fri the course of proceedings unless it/s based

on matters of law or of fact which come to hiht in the course of the procedure

179 The plea that the Commission failed to take the situation of the Spanish market Into

consideration was raised for the first time by the applicant/n its reply The only argument/n the

application relating to the Spanish market/s raised in support of the plea that Prat Carton did not

partiaoate In the hirlagement fri question Apart from the title of this plea the supporting

argument merely states that table annexed to the Dedsion mentioning the announcements of

price ftlcreases on the Spanish market in January1991 by producers operating on ii makes no

reference to Prat Carton It cannot therefore be construed as complaint that the Spanish market

was not taken into consideration

180 In those circumstances since this plea was raised for the first time lii tile reply and is not

based on matters of law or of fact whk/i came to lIght in the course of the procedure ft must be

declared inadmissible

Non-paftiaoatian of Prat Carton in tile infringement

Arguments of the parties
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181 The applicant contends that the Commission has not demonstrated PrŒt Caftoncpartfciation

in any Infringement In part/cu/a1 the footnote to table of the Dedsion relating to price

increase in January 1991 on the Spanish market makes no reference to PrŒtCarton

182 it asserts that PrŒt Carton pafticioated only very sporadically in the meetings of some

committees of the PG Paperboard Moreovei /tpartlcioated in the JMC only from June 1990 to

March 1991 Furthermore the mere fact that Stora stated that it thought that the Spanish

producers were generally informed of the results of the meetings by Saffa orby Finnboard

appendix 38 to the statement of objections does not constitute evidence of PrŒt Caftons

participation in the alleged infringement

183 The appilcant disputes that documents F-15- 6-15-7 and 6-15-8 annexed to the statement

of objections on which the Commission relfes show PrŒtCartonc partIciation in concerted price

increase initiatives in April1990 In its reply to written question put by this Court it states that

document F-15-9 dates from February 1991 and not as the Commission daimeo Febmary 1990

Document 6-15-7 is so/ely evidence of the practice in the sector of applying annual increases/n

Apriland of PrŒtCarton uncertainty as to the level of the increase and the date of its entry into

force

184 The Commission contends that PrŒtCarton participated in the a3ite/ from the outset as is

shown by the documents supplied with the statement of objections the indMdual particulars

It observes first that Prat Carton was present at numerous meetings of the PC between 29

March 1986 and 28 November1989 at three meetings of the Economic Committee between

October1988 and October 198 and at various meetings of the JMC between June 1990 and

March 1991 see tables to annexed to the Decision Since it therefore participated dfrectly in

meetings duthig which decisions were taken relating to the cartel PrŒt Carton Is responsible for It

see Rhône-Pou/enc Commission cited above Moreovei there is no official record of the

par/k/pat/on of the various undertakings in the JMC meetings before the Commissions

lnvestiations or in the PWG meetings before February 1990 The mere fact that the documents

suppiled by the undertakings give no specific indication of PrŒt Cartonpresence at the various

meetings does not therefore prove that it o7d not take part in them

185 Second the Commission observes that as Stora stated appendix 38 to the statement of

objections PrŒt Carton was informed of the outcome of the PWG meetings

186 Third PrŒt Carton applied the pr/ce initiatives agreed in the various bodies of the PG

Paperboard during the period concerned S/ight differences/n the timing or/n the amounts of the

in creases made by PrŒt Carton and by the other producers do not show that PrŒt Carton did not

participate in the cartei Howevei the Commission accepts that document F-15-9 dates from

February 1991 and not from February 1990 and that it does not therefore have evidence capable

of proving PrŒtCartons actual particoation in pr/ce increase initiatives prior to January 1991 As

regards the price increase initiative of January 1991 the Commission refers in particular to

document 6-15-8 dated 26 September 199 in which PrŒtCarton expressly states that it/s

planning to increase prices/n all countries in January1991

F/nthigs of the Court

187 The Court observes first of all that the applicant acquired 100% interest in Prat Carton hi

February 1991 and that it does not dispute Its responsibility for any paiticiiation by PrŒt Carton In

an Infringement of Artide 851 of the Treaty In point 154 of the Decision it is stated that on

account of the acquisition of PrŒt Cartop the applicant became responsible for the involvement

of this Spanish producer lii the cartel for the whole of the period of its particioation Moreovei

Ar/Ide of the Dedsion merely holds the applicant responsible for the Infringement objected to

induding its alleged commission by PrŒt Carton and the Decision is addressed to the applicant

without mention of PrŒt Carton Artide of the Dedsion

188 In those circumstances and inasmuch as It has already been held that the Commission has

demonstrated that the applicant itself particoated in the infringement described/n Artide of the

Decision this plea if it were to be upheld could not justify total or partial annulment of that

artide Howe ve since PrŒt Carton was acquired by the applicant only/n February 1991 which

was two months before the end of the period of infringement found by the Dedsion reduction

in the fine would be justified If It were to be conduded that PrŒt Cartonc indmdua/partiaoation

in the constituent elements of the cartel before February 1991 has not been demonstrated by the
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Commission Moreover the fines imposed underArtide of the DecLc/on were calculated on the

basis interali of the turnover of each of the undertakings in 1990 year/n which Prat Carton

was not yet part of the applicants group Consequently It/s appropriate to consider here the

arguments relied on in the context of this plea

189 The Court will examine first the question whether the Commission has proved that Prat

Carton participated in an Infringement ofArt/cle 851 of the Treaty as regards the period from

mid-1986 until June 1990 the date from which Prat Carton admits that it began to partiaoate in

the meetings of the JMC Second the Court will examine the question whether the Commission

has proved the participation of Prat Carton in an infringement of Artide 851 of the Treaty as

regards the remaining period namely from June 1990 to Febniaty 1991 the date on which Prat

Carton was acquired by the applicant

Period from mid-1986 to June 1990

190 In order to prove Prat Cartons particiaffon in an infringement of the Community competition

rules during the period/n question the Commission relies on that undertakings partication in the

meetings of the PCon 29 May1986 25friay 1988 llNovember 1988 and 28 November1989

and/n the meetings of the Economic Committee of 20 September1988 May1989 and

October1989 Moreover ft relies on statement byStora appendix 38 to the statement of

objections Lastly the Commission daims that the mere fact that the documents supplied by the

undertakings do not give predse information regarding Prat Cartons presence at the meetings of

the JMC does not prove that it did not take part/n those meetings

191 It is necessary to consider each Item of evidence in the abovementioned order

Paitfaoatlon of Prat Carton in meetings of the PC

192 As regards Prat Cartons participation in four specific meetings of the PC the Commission

does not advance any evidence as to the object of those meetings Consequently when it refers

to that participation as evidence of the undertakingss partic4atfon in an infringement ofArticle

851 of the Treaty it necessarily bases its assertion on the general description set out/n the

Dedsion of the object of the meetings of that body and on the evidence put forward in the

Dedsion in order to support that descriotion

193 In that regard the Veasfon states As Stora has explained one of the PWGs functions

induded explaining to the President Conference the measures which were necessary to bring

order to the market.. In this way the managing directors attendIng the President Conferences

were informed of the dec1ions taken by the PWG and of the Instructions to be given to their sales

departments to implement the agreed price Initiatives point 41 first paragraph of the DecLlon

The Commission a/so observes The PWG invariably met before each scheduled President

Conference and since the same person was in the chair at both meetings it was no doubt he

who communicated the result of the PWG deliberations to others among the so-called

Presidents who were not members of the inner drcle point 38 second paragraph of the

Decision

194 Stora has indicated that the participants in PC meetings were informed of decisions adopted

by the PWG appendix 39 to the statement of objections point However the correctness of

that assertion is contested by several of the undertakings which took part/n PC meetings

induding the applicant Consequently Storas statements relating to the PCS role cannot unless

supported by other evidence be considered sufficient evidence of the object of the meetings of

that body

l95Admittedly there is document/n the file statement of 22 March 1993 bya former

member of the management of FeIdmO/ile Mr Roos which at first sight corroborates Storas

assertions Mr Roos indicates Inter al/a as follows The content of the dicussions in the PWG
was communicated to the undertakings not represented in that group at the immediately

following Presidents Conference or if there was no immediate Presidents Conference at the

JMC However even though there is no express reliance on that document fri the Decision in

support of the Commissions assertions as to the object of the PC meetings it cannot on any

view be considered to constitute evidence supplementing Storas statements As those

statements are synthesis of the replies submitted by each of the three undertakings induding

FeidmOhie owned by Stora during the period of the Infringement the former member of the

management of FeidmOhie necessarily constitutes one of the sources for the statements by Stora
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itself

196 As to the other evidence relied on in order to establish the object of the PC meetings the

Commission considers in the Deaion that app en dA 61 to the statement of objections referred to

in paragraphs 125 and 126 above is an internal note made at meeting of the PC which

corroborates Storas admission that the PC/n fact discussed collusive pr/dug point 41 third

paragraph of the Decision However as already stated see paragraphs 125 to 135 above that

note does not constitute evidence of collusion in regard to the Janualy 1987 price initiative in the

United Kingdom Moreover contrary to the Commissions dalni Stora never accepted that the PC

In fact discussed collusive price fixing According to Stora the meetings of the PC were merely the

occasion for the undertakings meeting in the PWG to communicate the adopted decisions to the

undertakings not represented/n that body

.197 Lastly the Commission states that found by the Commission at FS-Karton

part of the M-Mgroup confirms that at the end of 1987 agreement had been reached/n the two

Presidentsgroups on the linked issues of volume control and price discidllne point 53 first

paragraph of the Decision It refers/n that regard to append/k 73 to the statement of objections

see paragraph 88 above As has already been observed paragraph 9.1 above the author of

that document refers by way of introduction to the doser cooperation at European level within

the Presidents grouping Präsidentenkreis an expression Interpreted by Mayr-Meinhof as

referring both to the PWG and the PCin general context that is to say without reference to

spedfic event or meeting appendix 75 to the statement of objections point 2a
198 It/s true that appendix 73 to the statement of objections is corroborative evidence of Storas

statements concerning the existence of collusion on market shares between the undertakings

allowed to partlcibate in the Presklentsgroup/ngand of collusion on downtime between those

same undertakings see paragraphs 84 to 114 and/n particuier paragraph .110 above However
there is no other evidence to confirm the Commissions daim that the object of the PC was inter

aiia to discuss collusion on market shares and control ofproduction volume Consequentiy the

expression Presidentsgrouping Prasidentenkrefs2 used in append/k 73 to the statement of

objections cannot despite the explanation supplied by Mayr-Melnhof be construed as referring to

bodies other than the PWi

199 Having regard to the foregoing the Commission has not proved that the meetings of the PC
had an anti-competitive function alongside its lawful actMties It follows that it was not entitled to

infer from the evidence relled upon that the undertakings which paitidpated in meetings of the

PC had taken part/n an Infringement of Ar/ide 851 of the Treaty

200 As consequence the Court must find that Prat Cartons partfcioation in an infringement of

the competition ru/es during the period from mid-1986 until June 1990 has not been proved by

reliance on its partfcioat/on in four meetings of the PC

LiParticiatfon of Prat Carton in certain meetings of the Economic Committee

201 It is not disputed that Prat Carton particioated fri three meetings of the Economic Committee

on 20 September1988 May1989 and October1989 Moreover document reproduces the

tenor of the meet/rig of October1989 appendix 70 to the statement of objections The first

matter to be considered therefore /s whether the Economic Committees meetings had an ant/

competitive object and then whether it may be inferred from append/v 70 to the statement of

objections that Prat Carton partiaoated In discussions having an anti-competitive object

Object of the Economic Committees meetings in general

202 The Decision states that the central theme of the discussions of the Economic Committee

was the analysis and assessment of the cartonboard market in the various countries point 50
first paragraph of the Decision The Economic Committee Jiscussed inter a/ia price movements

in national markets and orderbacklogs and reported its findings to the JMCor its predecessor

the Marketing Committee before the end of 1987 point 49 firstparagraph of the Decision

203 According to the Commission discussions on market conditions were not unfocused

ta/ks on the state of each national market must be seen In the context of the planned price

inItiatives including the perceived need for temporary plant shutdowns to support price

increases point 50 first paragraph of the Decision Furthermore the Commission considers

that Economic Committee mayhave been less directly concerned with price fixing as such

but it is not credible that those who attended were unaware of the illicit purpose for which the
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information they knowingly pro vided to the JMC was to be used point 119 second paragraph of

the Decision

204 To support its contention that the discussions held in the Economic Committee had an ant/

competitive object the Commission refers to single document confidential note by

representative of F5-Karton concerning the essential points of the Economic Committees meeting

of October1989 appendA 70 to the statement of objections meeting In which PrŒt Carton

took pat

205 In the Decision the Commission summarises the content of that document as follows

in addition to detailed survey of demand production and orders fti hand/n each national

market the meeting was concerned with

perceived strong customer resistance to the last GCprice increase effective on Octobe

the respective state of the order backlog of the GC and GD producers incluckng individual

positions

reports on downtime taken and piannea

the paiticular problems of implementing the price Increase fri the Un/ted Kingdom and its effect

on the necessaty price differential between GCand GD grades

the comparison against budget of Incoming orders for each national grouping point 50 second

paragraph of the Dads/on

206 That desctiotion of the content of the document Is in essence correct Howe vet the

Commission does not rely on any evidence to support its assertion that appendix 70 to the

statement of objectIons maybe regarded as indicative of the ralnature of the deliberations of

that body point 113 last paragraph of the Decision Furthermore Stora states /TJhe iNC

was set up at the end of 1987 and held its first meeting in early 1988 taking over part of the

functions of the Economic Committee from that tfrne The other functions of the Economic

Committee were taken over by the Statistical Committee appendix 39 to the statement of

objections point 13 At least as regards the period which commenced at the beginning of 1988
the onlyperiod in which Prat Carton padIciiatedfn meetfrlgs of the Economic Committee Storac

statements do not therefore contain any evidence supporting the Commissions assertion

concerning the allegedly anti-competitive object of that bodys discussions No lastly does the

Commission refer to any evidence to support the view that the participants in the meetings of the

Economic Committee were informed of the precise nature of the meetings of the JMC the body to

which the Economic Committee reported Consequently it cannot be ru/ed out that some

particioants in the Economic Committes meetings who did not also particioate In the meetings of

the INC were not aware of the precise use to which the reports prepared by the Economic

Committee were put by the iNC

207 Consequently app end 70 to the statement of objections does not demonstrate the true

nature of the discussions which took place at meetings of the Economic Committee

/0 114eetfrig of the Economic Committee of October1989

208 The subject-matter of the Economic Committees meeting of October .1989 is given by

appendix 70 to the statement of objections The quest/on arises as to whether PrŒtCaitonc

particiation In that meeting constitutes sufficient evidence of its pafticiation in an infringement

of Art/de 851 of the Trea1y

209 Fitst the discussions on prices which took p/ace at that meeting concerned the reactions of

customers to the increase in prices of GCcartonboard appiled by the majority ofproducers of that

cartonboard with effect from October 1989 after its announcement on the market some

months previously According to the Commission that price increase a/so concerned SBS

catonboŒrd but not GD cartonboard As to the discussions during the meeting in question the

Court considers that they went beyond what is pennitted by the Community competition rules fri

particular fri that it was stated that it would be mistake to depart from the presently

estab//shediniportant GCprice level .. By so expressing the common intention firmly to apply

the new price level for GC cartonboair4 the producers did not Independently determine the policy

which they intended to pursue on the market and thus undermined the concept inherent in the

provisions of the Treaty relating to competition see Inter a//a Suiker Unie and Others

Commission cited above paragraph 173
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